
COMPUTER AIDED GRAPHOLOGYG. Sheikholeslami, S. N. Srihari, V. GovindarajuCenter of Excellence for Document Analysis and RecognitionState University of New York at Bu�aloAmherst, New York 14228-2567, USAGraphology is de�ned as the study of a person's personality and character fromhis/her handwriting. Graphologists say by analysis of a person's handwriting theycan �nd out whether he is frank or secretive, sincere or insincere, altruistic or ego-tistic, and optimistic or pessimistic. Manual feature extraction from handwritingsamples is tedious, subjective and error-prone. Also, validity of graphology rulesin analyzing features is still in question. Computer Aided Graphology (CAG) helpsgraphologists have a faster and more accurate analysis using computers. In theresearch reported here, for the �rst time a Computer Aided Graphology systemis described. Input to the system is a handwriting sample and the output is apersonality description of the writer.1 IntroductionGraphology is the term used for their �eld of inquiry by those who study aperson's character and personality from his/her handwriting. Graphologists�rst extract some speci�c features of the handwriting sample. Then based ongraphology rules, they interpret the features and study the personality of thewriter. The goal of this research was to develop a computer system to helpgraphologists.This paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the handwritingfeatures used in graphology and the problems associated with them. Section 3explains the main modules in the Computer Aided Graphology system. Section4 and section 5 give the results and conclusions of our experiments.2 GraphologyGraphologists say by analysis of a person's handwriting we can �nd out whetherhe is frank or secretive, sincere or insincere, altruistic or egotistic, and opti-mistic or pessimistic 10.The handwriting features that graphologists analyze, include :left, right, top and bottom margins of the page,legibility and regularity,distance between lines,direction of lines,distance between words, 1



size of letters,slant of letters( left and right tendencies),ratio of upper, middle and lower zones,beginning strokes of letters,degree of connection,degree of attention,position and shape of i-dots,position and shape of T-bars,pressure of pen, andspeed of writing.Manual feature extraction from handwriting samples is tedious, subjectiveand error prone. Moreover di�erent graphologists may extract the same fea-tures of the same handwriting sample di�erently4;5. It is also possible that the\content" of handwriting inuences the analysis of graphologists 3. Validity ofgraphology rules used in analyzing features is still in question.We can help graphologists overcome these problems using computers.3 Computer Aided GraphologyComputer Aided Graphology (CAG) helps graphologists extract handwritingfeatures and analyze them faster and more accurately using computers. Inthe research reported here, for the �rst time a Computer Aided Graphologysystem is described. Input to the CAG system is a handwriting sample and theoutput is a personality description of the writer. At this phase of the research,only the main features of page and handwritten text lines are extracted. Also,we did not check the validity of graphology rules, but the CAG system can beused as a basis to check their validity. Figure 1 shows the main modules inthe CAG system: i) scanning, ii) preprocessing, iii) feature extraction, and iv)analyzing features.3.1 ScanningA sample of handwriting on a plain white paper is scanned at 240 pixels perinch with 8 bits of gray-scale resolution. The sample should have a few sen-tences. 2
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Figure 1: Structure of Computer Aided Graphology system.3.2 PreprocessingThree preprocessing steps are performed on images: removing digitization ar-tifacts, thresholding, and guide line removal. This yields a binary image wheretext pixels are black and background pixels are white 2;7. Scanning artifactsare introduced by scanning equipment and must be removed. Hough transformand run-length analysis are used to detect guide lines and remove them 2.3.3 Feature extractionThe input image is �rst segmented into lines 2. Based on information col-lected from line images the following features are extracted: page left margin,page right margin, page bottom margin, line spacing, line direction, slant, andupper, middle, and lower zone ratios.3.4 Analyzing featuresWe used syntactic pattern recognition in mapping features to interpretations9.We implemented a context free grammar for this purpose that includes about50 rules. We have used lex and yacc software in lexical processing and gen-erating the output code according to the speci�ed grammar. Figure 2 showspart of the grammar used by our system. For example, rules 4 to 7 show howleft margin of handwriting is interpreted. For most of the features grapholo-gists have the same interpretations, but for some of them they have di�erentopinions. We used only those features whose interpretations are undisputed.3



1 HandwritingFeatures =) GeneralLayout Slant Zones2 GeneralLayout =) Margins Spacing LinesDirection3 Margins =) LeftMargin RightMargin BottomMargin4 LeftMargin =) LeftJusti�ed jIncreasingLeftMargin jDecreasingLeftMargin5 LeftJusti�ed =) consistency in work, constancy in behavior6 IncreasingLeftMargin =) tendency to fatigue as work progresses7 DecreasingLeftMargin =) slowness and reduced spontaneity... =) ...Spacing =) . . .LinesDirection =) . . .Slant =) . . .Zones =) . . .Figure 2: Part of context free grammar to implement graphology rules.4 ResultsAs test data we used 25 of the handwriting samples in 1;6;8;10;11 together withtheir personality analysis. In all cases when the handwriting was correctlysegmented into lines, the output of system was almost the same as that ofexpert graphologists obtained from the reference books. Because we have notused all the features that graphologists have analyzed, there were di�erencesin some cases. Also in some cases they analyzed just one or two features andnot all of them. This makes it hard to give quantitative results for the tests.But in general the output of our system was consistent with graphologists'interpretation.Figure 3 shows a handwriting sample and its analysis by the CAG sys-tem. Table 1 shows the features of the handwriting sample that the CAGsystem extracted. The extracted features show that the handwriting sample isleft-justi�ed and right-justi�ed. Based on graphology rules, it expresses consis-tency in work, quick and clear comprehension and faculty of decision. Constantdistance between lines shows regularity and a clever mind. The writer's ex-troversion is shown by the right slant of writing. Large lower zone shows highintensity of material, physical and sexual strivings.
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Analysis:consistency in work, constancy in behaviorquick and clear comprehension, faculty of decisionregularity and clever mindextroversionwants considerable luxury, the good things in life in large doseshigh intensity of material, physical and sexual desiresFigure 3: A handwriting sample and its analysis by the CAG system.
Feature Line 1 Line 2 Line 3 Line 4 PageLine Direction Straight Straight Straight Straight StraightLeft Margin 25 22 20 19 Left Justi�edRight Margin 1124 1121 1097 1122 Right Justi�edTop Margin 14 59 118 159 -Bottom Margin 73 121 162 215 Not NarrowBase Line 40 84 134 186 -Slant 25� 24� 22� 27� ForwardUpper Zone Ratio 33% 30% 22% 37% NormalMiddle Zone Ratio 27% 25% 36% 28% NormalLower Zone Ratio 42% 46% 46% 37% LargeLine Spacing - - - - ConstantTable 1: Extracted features for handwriting sample in Figure 3. Margins and base line aregiven in pixels. Slant is given w.r.t Y -axis.5



The sample in Figure 4 shows a handwriting with normal upper, middleand lower zones. Its backward slant shows that the writer is an introvert.Decreasing the right margin of handwriting means the writer has fear of peopleperhaps due to bad experiences. Clever mind and regularity are indicated byconstant line spacing. Table 2 shows the extracted features of the sample inFigure 4.
Analysis:slowness and reduced spontaneityfear of people perhaps due to bad experienceregularity and clever mindintroversionFigure 4: A handwriting sample and its analysis by the CAG system.Feature Line 1 Line 2 Line 3 Line 4 PageLine Direction Straight Straight Straight Straight StraightLeft Margin 98 5 14 36 Decreasing LeftRight Margin 925 915 882 578 Increasing RightTop Margin 6 35 104 149 -Bottom Margin 83 111 152 203 Not NarrowBase Line 40 89 133 172 -Slant �21� �30� �32� �29� BackwardUpper Zone Ratio 32% 59% 42% 26% NormalMiddle Zone Ratio 26% 26% 43% 37% NormalLower Zone Ratio 43% 15% 17% 39% NormalLine Spacing - - - - ConstantTable 2: Extracted features for handwriting sample in Figure 4. Margins and base line aregiven in pixels. Slant is given w.r.t Y -axis.We can obtain the personality traits of a large group of writers usingother standard personality tests. Comparison of the results of those tests withthe output of the CAG system can help prove or disprove the validity of thegraphology rules that are applied. 6



5 ConclusionsThis research showed that it is possible to apply image processing techniquesand other computer algorithms to aid graphology. For the �rst time, we de-veloped a Computer Aided Graphology system which is able to extract themain features of lines and page and analyze them automatically. It is a fastmethod that can analyze hundreds of handwriting samples using computersthat can be of help to graphologists. The CAG system can be used in provingor disproving the validity of graphology rules.References1. M. N. Bunker. Handwriting Analysis: The Science of Determining Per-sonality by Graphoanalysis. Nelson-Hall Co., 1967.2. Jonathan J. Hull Edward Cohen and Sargur N. Srihari. Control structurefor interpreting handwritten addresses. IEEE Transactions on PatternAnalysis and Machine Intelligence, 16:1049{1055, October 1994.3. Calvin J. Fredrick. Some phenomena a�ecting handwriting analysis.Perceptual and Motor Skills, 20:211{218, 1965.4. Dorothy Galbraith and Warner Wilson. Reliability of the graphoanalyticapproach to handwriting analysis. Perceptual and Motor Skills, 19:615{618, 1964.5. David Guest. Write-on, but is it science. The Times, February 4 1994.6. Huntington Hartford. You Are What You Write. Collier Books, Macmil-lan Publishing Co., Inc. New York, 1976.7. N. Otsu. A threshold selection method from gray-level histograms.IEEE transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, 9(1):63{66, Jan-uary 1979.8. Klara G. Roman. Handwriting a Key to Personality. The NoondayPress, 1962.9. Robert Schalko�. Pattern recognition, Statistical, Structural and NeuralApproaches. John Wiley & Sons. Inc. New York, 1994.10. Herry O. Teltscher. Handwriting- Revelation of Self. Hawthorn Books,Inc. Publishers New York, 1971.11. Ilyas M. Zeshan. A Visual Guide to Handwriting Analysis with Encyclo-pedic Dictionary. 1988.
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